Working to address
housing needs
Roseanne Grosso says the
HRA Board is tops on her long
list of public service. Page 2
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READS

FRONTENAC STATE PARK

YOUR QUESTION
ANSWERED

Does my
cat or dog
need to be
licensed?

A number to know
$106 million. Minnesota
announced its latest use
for American Rescue Plan
funds: $28 million to support
students, $35 million
to increase the number
of workers for critical
industries, and $10 million to
provide shelter to the most
vulnerable before winter.

BY SARAH KNIEFF

Reporter

Quote to know
“A great people has been
moved to defend a great
nation. Terrorist attacks
can shake the foundations
of our biggest buildings,
but they cannot touch the
foundation of America.
These acts shatter steel, but
they cannot dent the steel of
American resolve. America
was targeted for attack
because we’re the brightest
beacon for freedom and
opportunity in the world.”
— President George W.
Bush, addressing the nation
Sept. 11, 2001.

Good to know
The public is invited to the
Minnesota State Capitol
grounds Saturday, Sept. 11,
to mark the 20th anniversary
of 9/11 and honor those who
lost their lives.
“I think it’s important
that all veterans and their
families come out and
spend time with us during
the remembrance,” said
Minnesota Department
of Veteran Affairs
Commissioner Larry Herke.
Events kick soff at 7:30
a.m. with a reading of the
reading of the names of
Minnesota 9/11 families and
the 109 Minnesotans that
were subsequently killed
as a result of hostile action
during the Global War
on Terrorism. The official
commemorative ceremony
begins at 9 a.m.

Need to know
Organics — items that
could be composted —
comprise nearly a third of
water entering Wisconsin
landfills. That is according
to a new Wisconsin
Department of Natural
Resources report. Paper
makes up 21%.
“Focusing efforts to reduce
organic wastes can make
a significant difference in
Wisconsin’s waste stream
and the environment,”
says Casey Lamensky, DNR
solid waste coordinator.
“In addition to taking up
valuable landfill space,
landfilling these materials
contributes heavily to the
production of methane, a
greenhouse gas 28 times
more powerful than carbon
dioxide if released into the
atmosphere.”

Nice to know
Polco users and readers
visiting Wisconsin
Newspaper Association
member websites Aug.
19-31 were asked whether
they supported mask
requirements in schools. Out
of 715 verified respondents,
61% said they believe masks
should be required for all
students, teachers and staff
in schools this fall, while
27% said masks should be
optional for all.

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

The foundation of the Frontenac State Park’s bathhouse was placed Aug. 20, 2021, consisting of the finished concrete slab and utility borings for the family assist showers, restrooms and mechanical area.

Campers will
see upgrades
BY SARAH KNIEFF

Reporter
The main campground
in Frontenac State Park is
receiving a major upgrade: a
brand new shower and bathroom building. Construction started mid-July and is
expected to be completed by
the end of 2021.
“Our original bathroom
building, complete with
showers, was installed in
1967 and maintained by the
staff,” Jake Gaster, Frontenac park manager, said. “It
was old and we have been
looking at upgrading it since
1993. With more state bonded
money, we were able to start
the project now.”
The old building was
demolished mid-July and
a foundation was laid for
the new one shortly after. A
walking trail detour has been
set up due to construction.
“This building is a significant upgrade from our
previous building. It’s got
more showers and four bathrooms,” Gaster said. “We
think it’s going to be really,
really lovely.”
Park staff are currently waiting for the arrival of
more construction materials,
which have been delayed due

People love their fourlegged friends like family.
Whether you’re a dog or cat
person, you can’t deny the
unwavering bond between
animal and owner.
There are always the
downs of pet ownership
like potty training a stubborn puppy or teaching a
kitten not to scratch up
the furniture, but the ups
make everything worth it.
A pet owner’s top priority is making sure their animal is healthy, happy and
loved, which does include
the task of pet licensing.
Some readers have wondered if their cat or dog
needs to be licensed in Red
Wing or Ellsworth. Perhaps
someone is moving to the
area or is simply unaware
of the laws, having a pet
registered is a required precaution to keep them safe.

Red Wing
Dogs and cats must be
licensed with the River
Bluff Humane Society. All
pets need to have received
an updated rabies vaccination before registration.
The license costs $10 a
year for spayed/neutered
and $20 for intact animals.
During the licensing
process, each animal will
receive a tag for a onetime cost of $5. If an animal is lost and then found,
the license number on the
tag will help determine
the owner.
For more information,
visit www.red-wing.org/
783/Dog-Cat-Ordinance.

Ellsworth
The wreckage from the old bathroom building being hauled off site.
Demolition happened in mid-July.

More information
For construction and
campground updates, visit
https://www.dnr.state.
mn.us/state_parks/park.
html?id=spk00160#homepage
to COVID-19 manufacturer
backups. However, Gaster is
hopeful that the building will

be done by the end of 2021.
Campers should be aware
that until construction is
completed, there will be no
flush toilets or showers.
“We have vault toilets
working, so all camp goers
are welcome to keep visiting
the park this season,” Gaster
said. “We are excited to continue to offer great service
now and in the future.”

Readers can reach Sarah Knieff at
sknieff@orourkemediagroup.com.

All dogs 5 months and
older must be licensed in
Ellsworth, however cats
don’t need to be. A license
is $10 for spayed/neutered
and $15 for intact dogs.
All dogs must be vaccinated for rabies before
being considered eligible
for a license.
For more information
or to apply, visit www.
co.pierce.wi.us/government/municipal_government/town/ellsworth/
licenses__permits.php.

Readers can reach Sarah
Knieff at sknieff@orourkemediagroup.com.

RED WING ARTS

‘All Flow’ is next show
BY REPUBLICAN EAGLE

A new show is coming to the Red Wing
Arts Depot Gallery.
From Thursday, Sept. 9,
through Thursday, Oct.
14, “All Flow” will be on
display.
The show features
works by Wiley Harang
and Juliane Shibata. Red
Wing Arts says of the
exhibit:
“Consisting of cohesive layers, textures and
tones, this exhibition
is a collection of similar subject matter that
evoke different emotions expressed through
drawings, photographs
and ceramics.”
Harang draws, is a
graphic designer and
photographer. He says
of his work, “My art is a
collective of expressions
that’s guided by passion
and the love to create.
“Actively trying new

things to expand my
knowledge and skills as
an artist. I’m fascinated
by moments in music,
stories, and personal
experiences that come
to life through hyperrealist drawings, photography, and design.
”Creating with intention and bridging worlds
of experiences — I want
them to be real and as
tangible as possible.
It seems to be how I
make sense of the world
around me.”
Shibata is a ceramic
artist from Northfield.
She says of her work:
“I
employ
and
embrace repeating patterns in my functional
and sculptural work. I
think about these patterns in two ways: as
ornamental, operating
cross-culturally
and
throughout
history,
adding decorative beau-

ty to our surroundings;
and as time-based –
seasons, daily routines,
evanescent moments
– which may be experienced more than they’re
seen. Both are part of
our everyday landscape.
“My recent installations investigate the
contrast between the
transience of nature and
the relative stability of
fired ceramics, in beauty
that can be both ephemeral
and
enduring.
Working at the intersection of the natural
and the constructed, I
integrate real flowers
with ceramic materials. These pieces, which
thus incorporate actual,
lived time and elements
of decay, allude to
memento mori and seek
to create an awareness
of the fleeting nature of
our existence in contrast to the persistence

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY RED WING ARTS.

Work by Wiley Harang, including this drawing, will be
featured in the upcoming exhibit “All Flow.”

Ceramics
by Juliane
Shibata will
be featured
in “All Flow.”

of fired clay.”
For more information
An opening reception about the exhibit or Red
will be held from 5-7 Wing Arts, visit redp.m. Friday, Sept. 10.
wingarts.org.

